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Corkelast ERS on
Railway Bridges
Sustainable integration of the Embedded Rail System on bridges
Our Bridge rail track Competence Centre
Lifetime extension of a rail bridge construction
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Built for 100 years
Impressive new Botlek lift bridge deserves impressive track system

Installation of the Corkelast® ERS on the Botlek bridge

The new Botlek lift bridge over the river Maas in the port of Rotterdam sets standards! It is the largest lifting
mass in the world and also offers the fastest lift/lower cycle. The bridge has a design life of at least 100 years
and and must withstand 900.000 lifting operations without damage.
The new Botlek Bridge is a combined rail and road
bridge that replaces the old Botlek Bridge, as part
of a major renovation of the A15 motorway from the
Maasvlakte to the Vaanplein in The Netherlands.
This bridge is really a ‘steel chunk of superlatives’: Its
two movable superstructures each have a span of 92 m
and are around 50 m wide. Each of these monster parts
weighs 4.850 t. Together they do practically outweigh the
Eiffel Tower in Paris! With a total lifting weight of almost
10.000 t, the imposing double lift bridge moves the
world’s largest mass.

‘Such an impressive bridge deserves an impressive
track system’, says Carlo Braun, Sales Manager
edilon)(sedra The Netherlands. ‘We are proud to be
involved in this project by providing technical advice,
track design, components and the installation of the
double track on the bridge. Our Corkelast® Embedded
Rail System (ERS) was installed to attain the highest
track availability. ERS is known for its vibration mitigation
and fatigue reduction and limited construction height
and weight.’
The railway bridge is planned to be operational in Spring
2021. The construction consortium A-Lanes consists of
the companies John Laing, Strabag, Ballast Nedam and
Strukton.

We will keep you posted on the latest developments.

Carlo Braun, Sales Manager edilon)(sedra (l) and Jesper Hutzemakers,
Project Manager edilon)(sedra Contracting (r)
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Multimodal rail-road bridge
in the Alps
Provides new access for one of the world’s leading producers of steel coil…
In the beautiful rocky environment of Tenneck, Austria, our project team and partners recently installed our
Corkelast® Embedded Rail System on a new rail-road bridge over the river Salzach.

Tenneck bridge connection with ESW ironworks. Source: www.meinbezirk.at

The heavy rail track carries trains from Sulzau - Werfen
(ESW) to the Salzburg - Bischofshofen rail line. ESW is
one of the world’s leading producers of steel coil.
In addition, heavy truck and car traffic of the community
of Tenneck can also pass over the bridge.

Installation of Corkelast ® ERS

edilon)(sedra Munich provided the project planning, the
ERS rail fastening (including the steel troughs and the
rail drainage). ERS was the preferred system due to its
sustainable character, low overall system height and
optimal embedding of the track into the road surface.

Corkelast® ERS integrated in bridge deck

Infrabel opts for a sustainable
track system on new bridge in
Hasselt
Mid-2020, edilon)(sedra Belgium, together with partner Siebens Spoorbouw installed 2 x 118 m track on a
brand new railway bridge in Hasselt.
Thanks to good cooperation with all parties involved, it
took only 6 months from rail track design to execution.
The Belgian railway infrastructure owner Infrabel made
the choice for Corkelast® ERS because of maintenance
and safety issues with standard rail fixations on bridges.
With our Embedded Rail System in place the risk of
rail fractures is minimised and the life span of the rail
infrastructure is maximised.

Of course we will show you a photo of the first train
crossing the bridge. Thank you edilon)(sedra Belgium
and the colleagues of our Bridge rail track Competence
Centre for the efforts so far!

Amazing railway project in Africa, close to the Victoria Falls

New iconic Kazungula bridge
nearing completion

In the near future, travelling between Zambia and Botswana will get easier, smoother and faster, when the new Kazungula
road/railway bridge, currently in completion across the waters of the Zambezi, is commissioned for public use.

When completed, the bridge will be connected to the MosetseKazungula Railway. The 923 m long masterpiece will link the
town of Kazungula in Zambia with Botswana. At this point, four
countries - Botswana, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe – meet.

Corkelast® ERS installed on the new Kazungula bridge - Source: Tony Marshall

With the support of the AfDB (African Development Bank), the
Kazungula bridge project will open up economic opportunities
across the region. edilon)(sedra is proud to be part of this iconic
structure, supplying 1.500 m of Corkelast® Embedded Rail
System to client Ikusasa Rail, providing a virtually maintenance
free track system for years to come.

Click on the image to start project video

Bridge rail track
Competence Centre
International service centre for the
integration of rail tracks on bridges
edilon)(sedra has recently launched its
Bridge rail track Competence Centre
(BCC) for the entire edilon)(sedra Group
at its location in Munich, Germany.
The centre is intended to grow into a
central start-up centre for national and
international bridge construction projects –
know-how, experience and information will
be consolidated centrally for employees,
interested parties and partners.

A selection of BCC services:
- Project development for infrastructure companies (tram and national railways).
- Verification of rail stress and relative displacement.
- Integrated bridge dilatation joints for mixed traffic (road-rail).
- Solutions for drainage systems, rail and track connectors and earthing.
- Coordination of engineering tasks between experts (consultancy service)
- Quality construction-accompanying surveillance by a certified
supervisor.

Rail replacement Demka
bridge Utrecht, The Netherlands
Unique ‘Silent Bridge’ construction
The story in short: In the summer of 2020 we replaced 2 x 250 m track on the Demka bridge in a very short period
of time.
The aim: Lifetime extension of the rail bridge construction.
The secret: Corkelast® ERS as part of a special designed ‘Silent Bridge’ construction.
The challenges: Short project timespan: minimal disturbance to train passengers. Adhering to social distancing
measures because of COVID-19. Eco-friendly approach: e.g. keep the underlying canal clean.
The result: 2 durable bridge tracks, ready for transportation of passenger and freight trains for many years. With
many thanks to the craftsmen of edilon)(sedra and different project partners!

As a recap, we have developed
this project video. Enjoy!

Iconic bridges!
Underneath you can find a compilation of bridges on which our Corkelast® ERS has been installed in the past.
Do you recognize these iconic bridges?

Seamless integration of rail
track in new Hisingsbron
Bridge, Gothenburg
edilon)(sedra has been contracted to supply and install more than 2 km of Corkelast® Embedded Rail System
(ERS) as part of the tram line on the newly built Hisingsbron Bridge in Gothenburg, Sweden.
The bridge which is currently under construction,
will replace the existing ‘Göta älv Bridge’ which is in
a poor condition and needs to be replaced to avoid
high maintenance costs. The bridge connects central
Gothenburg with Hisingen city and includes a vertical-lift
section.

Cost effective designs
One of the arguments in favor of ERS is its limited
installation height as the rail system is completely
incorporated in the bridge superstructure. The system
thereby saves space and promotes cost effective
designs.

The first meetings between Gothenburg City
(Traffikkontoret), COWI (the lead-engineers) and
edilon)(sedra took place in 2012. From the very
beginning our ERS has been one of the preferred
system solutions and in February 2020 our company
was officially awarded the contract.

Additional benefits include its excellent vibration
isolation characteristics and positive experiences in the
past: ERS is applied in more than 10 km of rail track in
Gothenburg!

Hisingsbron Bridge under construction

More info?
Please ask for a free copy our Handbook Embedded Rail
Systems on Bridges!
The handbook attempts to build a bridge between the
diversity of challenges faced when designing railway
bridges and the solutions that Corkelast® ERS provides
in practice. Considerations that must be addressed
when using embedded rails on bridges are stipulated
from a technical / practical point of view. The handbook
is available in Engels, French, German and Dutch.

